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This month we’d like to highlight one of our website
ministries for you. It is called EveryStudent.com
With this app you'll be ready to help nonbelievers, or
struggling Christians, or anyone God brings your
way- Students or adults.
It contains easy-to-share articles and videos from
EveryStudent.com and StartingwithGod.com
It also includes all these special message series:
• The Spiritual Adventure Pack - for atheists, skeptics
• The Spiritual Starter Kit - for new believers
• Skip the Stress - for struggling believers
• Gospel of John study
• How to Talk about God - to share Jesus, disciple others

No personal information is asked for. Just click to get a
series. All the messages are right within the app, without
wifi. Easy to share content or the app itself. You can click on
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a heart at the top of an article, to save in your "favorites."
This App is useful on flights, beach, subway...anywhere.

The Daleys
This fall has already been one of
the busiest on record for the
Daleys.
The biggest hiccup in our fall was
a little thing called Hurricane
Matthew. This was the first time
since 2004 we’ve been hit but
this one will always be
remembered as the Godordained wobble which spared
Central Florida. There was
significant damage on the coast
but we just had torrential rain
and survivable wind. Tim,
Heather and I hunkered down at
home to ride out the storm and
the only thing that happened was
that we lost power for a few
hours. Turned out to be a really
good excuse to read and take a
nap! The absolute worst came
with cleaning up the debris from
all the trees.
In August Judy helped to
onboard 21 Short term Interns
and 4 new employees for our
department. Praise God that so
many are catching the vision of
serving God through technology!
It amazing to me when I see the
efficacy of technology in
reaching the lost for Christ.
Personally, things have been
perking along as well. Choir
season has begun and we are
preparing for several BIG
Christmas Concerts. Wish you
could hear one!

To get it, on your Android or iPhone:
•Find the Play Store (Android) or App Store (iPhone).
•Then search for: Every Student
•Download the Every Student app now and you're ready to help
•someone, in any conversation!
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